We consider the automotive gearbox rattle noise resulting from vibro-impacts that can occur between the idle gears under excessive velocity fluctuations of the shaft-driving gears imposed by engine torque fluctuation. Even if the rattling phenomenon has no consequence on reliability, it may be particularly annoying for vehicle interior sound quality and acoustic comfort. The main parameters governing such kind of vibrations are the excitation source associated with engine torque fluctuation which can be modeled by an imposed displacement of the driveline, the inertia of the idle gear, the drag torque acting during the free flight motion, and the impact laws. In the case of rattle, it is reasonable to assume that duration of impacts between teeth is very short compared to the excitation period. Then, these impacts are modeled by a coefficient of restitution law. The excitation source is not composed only with fundamental component but also with other harmonic components. This study presents some effects of these additional components on the dynamic response of the idle gear.
Introduction
Acoustic comfort is an important sales point, in particular in car industry [1] . For many years, the research efforts allowed reduction of acoustic levels, in particular those related to interior sources like the engine-related noise and to exterior sources as tire and wind-related noises [2] . Consequently, noise sources that were previously masked emerge, because of the total reduction of the acoustic level. Among those, rattle noise in automotive gearboxes needs to be reduced. Actually, it is perceived like an unpleasant noise, more for its intrusive character, than for the acoustic levels generated.
Rattle noise results from the dynamic behavior of idle gears induced by the fluctuations of the driveline velocity. Under certain operating conditions, the idle gears can vibrate through their functional backlashes. Consequently, rattle noise is mainly related to impacts between gear teeth. The only harmful effect is radiated noise since impacts between gears do not change the dynamic behavior of the drivelines and do not lead to excessive loads and damage.
The key parameters governing rattle noise are the inertia of the idle gears, the drag torque acting on the idle gears, the elastic, and damping characteristics during impacts and free flights and the velocity fluctuations of the driving gears. These last ones result from velocity fluctuation of the engine which mainly depends on the engine type, driveline design, and car running conditions [3] . Frequency content is dominated by harmonics of the engine rotational velocity.
There are several studies concerning rattle noise [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Among these, some deal with the analysis of the complete dynamic behavior of the entire driveline in relation with design [4] [5] [6] , whereas others remain localized on the idle gears dynamics [7, 8] . Two ways are retained for introducing the impact force [10] : it is modeled by stereo-mechanical impact with the introduction of a coefficient of restitution [7, 8, [11] [12] [13] , or by elastic and damping characteristics during impacts [5] . Other authors concentrate their analysis on drag torque [14] . In all these studies, the excitation source is generally introduced as a purely harmonic excitation related to the engine torque fluctuations. Few experimental studies recently considered multiharmonic excitations [13, 15, 16] .
In this context, the main objective of this paper is to present some theoretical results in relation with the effects of multiharmonics excitation related to the acyclic fluctuations induced by engine torque.
Assumptions
Several assumptions for modeling the motion of the idle gear can be done as follows. Impacts duration is supposed infinitely short so that impacts are described by a coefficient of restitution. Drag torque is assumed to be constant during the gear-free flight. This assumption remains valuable as long as velocity fluctuation of the driving gear remains negligible compared with the average velocity. In addition, interactions between the dynamic response of the idle driven gear and the motion of the driving gear are neglected. The motion of the driving gear is assumed to be a periodic function and corresponds to the excitation source. Finally, backlash between teeth is assumed to be constant. Based on these assumptions, a single-degree-of-freedom nonlinear model is built to describe the idle gear dynamics.
Dynamic Modeling

Equation of Motion.
The nonlinear single-degree-offreedom model of rattle gear is displayed in Figure 1 . x(t) is the equivalent displacement along the line of action corresponding to angular fluctuations of the idle gear around its theoretical position, m is an equivalent mass associated with its inertia, F is the constant force associated with the drag torque, y(t) is the periodic displacement function taking into account the engine velocity fluctuation, and j is the constant backlash between teeth. Equation of motion during the idle gear free flight can be written in the following form:
A simple and usual law describing stereo-mechanical impact is introduced:ẋ
with
where superdot denotes derivative respect to time and r is the coefficient of restitution taking into account dissipation during impact. In addition, a limit impact velocity is defined for which there are no rebounds anymore. Therefore, conditions leading to a permanent contact between driven and driving gears need to be expressed. Beyond this limit velocity, contact between gears is preserved as long as the reaction force acting on the free driven gear R(t) remains positive. Thus, for the active flank, the following condition must be verified:
and for the reverse flank,
Finally, the displacement excitation is described in the following subchapter.
Displacement Excitation.
In the case of heat reciprocating engine, torque fluctuations are periodic and characterized by high levels. As example, for a four-stroke internal combustion engine with four cylinders, the fundamental period is twice the period of the rotation of the engine output shaft. Induced dynamic responses of every fixed gear driving the idle gears correspond to periodic functions with a rich spectral content. Then, y(t) can be written as follows:
where ω is the fundamental circular frequency, and H k and ϕ k are, respectively, amplitude and phase of the harmonic components of order k. A stationary regime is considered. Amplitude and phase are assumed to be independent of the rotational speed of the engine and the dynamic response of the entire driveline.
3.3. Impulse. Dimensionless impulse associated with impacts is introduced in order to characterize excitation forces transmitted to the gearbox. As the impacts duration is assumed to be very short, the impulse can be expressed as follows:
3.4. Dimensionless Equations. Introducing dimensionless variables,
The dimensionless number Λ depends on the equivalent mass m, the constant force associated with the drag torque F, the amplitude of the excitation H, and the fundamental circular frequency ω:
Equations (1), (2), (4), and (5) can be returned as follows:
And the dimensionless impulse can be written as follows: Dynamic response histories are displayed on Figure 3 . They correspond to the different parts described on the dimensionless impulse map (except permanent contact motion).
Dynamics Induced by a Purely Harmonic Excitation
Effects of a Multiharmonics Excitation
In this section, the second harmonic component is introduced, in order to impose an excitation more representative of the velocity fluctuation. The ratio of second harmonic H 2 to first harmonic amplitude H 1 is 0.25 and its phase ϕ 2 is equal to 45
• . Compared to purely harmonic case shown in Figure 2 , dynamic behavior is very different (see Figure 4) . The parts C and E have disappeared. Beyond solutions corresponding to successions of permanent contact and impacts, chaotic responses solutions characterized by impacts on the active and reverse flanks are observed.
The phase of the second harmonic plays also a significant role. Figure 5 displays the dimensionless impulses versus Λ for ϕ 2 equal to 90
• . Periodic responses are observed. The large range of chaotic responses disappears. The effect of the phase on the dynamic response is highlighted on Figure 6 which displays the evolution of the dimensionless intensity versus phase for fixed parameter Λ. Figure 7 displays the Poincaré map for Λ equal to 3.3 (ratio of H 2 to H 1 is 0.25, ϕ 2 is 45
• ). The strange attractor indicates that the idle gear response is chaotic. Time response history and corresponding Poincaré map are displayed on Figure 8 for the dynamic response corresponding to Λ equal to 3.3 (ratio of H 2 to H 1 is 0.25, ϕ 2 is 90
• ). The dynamic response of the idle gear is periodic with two impacts per period, one impact on the active flank and the other on the reverse flank, as observed for a purely harmonic excitation with the same value Λ (Figure 3) .
Finally, frequency contents and phases of the excitation source play a significant role on the dynamic of the idle gear. Various kinds of responses are observed, from periodic ones with impacts on the active and reverse flanks to chaos. 
Conclusion
Noise and vibration due to gear rattle are an irritating problem. In this paper, a nonlinear single-degree-of-freedom system modeling the idle gear dynamics has been built. Some effects of a multiharmonics excitation are analyzed. Dynamic responses are compared to the ones obtained in the case of a purely harmonic excitation. Results show that, for usual amplitudes of the second harmonic of excitation, significant modifications of responses are observed, including emergence or extinction of chaotic motions. Further, we show that phases play an important role on the dynamic of the idle gear. We can conclude that controlling the rattle noise requires the precise knowledge of the excitation source corresponding to the driving fixed gear response spectral content. Finally, the variety of responses (periodic, chaotic responses, impact occurrences on reverse and active flanks, etc.) play an important effect on the resulting noise emitted from the gearbox, and more particularly on its sound quality. 
